QATA 2012 Professional Development Day is held at GOMA, QAG, The Edge & Griffith University Queensland College of Art at Southbank. The Program is designed for Art Teachers to maintain links with our Professional community partners and to rejuvenate Visual Art teaching and methodology in the digital age.

21st Century Visual Art Education Program Highlights:

- Breakfast* - River Café GOMA.
- Art suppliers Gift Bags.
- Keynote ‘Behind the scenes of The Prado Exhibition’ a blockbuster in Cinema B.
- Morning & Afternoon Art Workshops that are interactive, hands on, prepared and presented by professional artists and educators designed to be easily implemented in the 21st Century Art Classroom at The Edge Digital Culture Centre - 3D Printing, Animation, Photoshop & Electronics; Queensland College of Art - Film making/editing & Life Drawing and more!
- Option to view the ‘Portrait of Spain: Masterpieces from the Prado’ exhibition.
- Afternoon Tea*/Drinks & more goodies @ Foyer of Griffith University Art Gallery.
- Floor talk and Q & A with Sam Cranston & Claire Robertson finalists in ‘the churchie’ National Emerging Art Prize exhibition 2012 and receive educational resources designed for use with your classes.

* Gluten Free & Vegetarian options served.

For more information contact:
Angela Brown
QATA Membership & Professional Development Coordinator
angela.brown@churchie.com.au